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CIVIL AIR PATROL     U. S. AIR FORCE AUXILIARY  CALIFORNIA WING 

JUNE 2017 

“Semper Vigilans; Always Vigilant” 

Recruiting: Why are you here? 
 
When was the first time you heard of the Civil Air Patrol? Was it on TV news? 
Was it in an old film clip from the 1960’s in an aviation class? Was it looking up 
aviation videos on YouTube? 
 
Did you think, that looks interesting. Did you look up where local meetings were 
on the website? Did you think, I need to go to a meeting? Then life got in the way 
and time passed and you did not follow up.  
 
Then one day, you met a guy (or gal) at the local home improvement store wear-
ing a CAP flight jacket, or at a meeting for work, or walking the dog.  They told 
you about their squadron and invited you to a meeting. More than that, this person 
took your phone number and called you the night before the meeting and offered you a ride.  
 
These examples are not the fictional musings of a PAO, but real-life stories of how people became members of CAP. 
Friends, and I do mean friends, when was the last time you invited a buddy to CAP meeting?  
 
Here is the reality of our situation, the numbers of civil aviation pilots are diminishing. By aging out. Also, the number 
of people taking flying lessons each year is reduced. We can go into the many reasons as reported by the aviation 
press, nonetheless, it is a reality. As a flying squadron, we need pilots to retain mission readiness. As we have found 
out recently, no Mission Pilot, no mission.  
 
How many pilots do you know? Have you invited them to a meeting? Have you spread the CAP story? 
 
We need more than pilots. We need finance folks, government affairs folks, radio operators, cadet squadron leaders, 
logistics personnel, etc., etc., etc. Planes fly on money and squadrons are run by people.  
 
What people? Good hearted people who want to leave their community better than they found it. People who want to 
be the person that sees the survivor in in wilderness and calls the ground team in. The person who finds a grant to teach 
local high school kids about S-UAV’s and puts the class together. People who want to attend meetings where they 
learn something about aviation, SAR, or just life. People who are some of the best people on the planet. People who 
give their time to promote aviation safety. People who look at a natural disaster on TV and want the rush out the door 
to help.  
 
Who are these people? You are these people! 
 
If you are reading this article, you are a member of SQ-87, Group, Wing or was sent this newsletter to pique your inter-
est in CAP. You are the very best in our community and quality attracts quality.  
 
Currently, the Pacific Region is stable in Recruiting and Retention. California Wing is also keeping about the same 
numbers for the past two years [1855 Adult Members in 2016 and 1837 Adult Member in 2017]. SQ-87 has stayed at 
between 40-50 members for the past two and a half years. We need to grow to keep the standards high. We don’t ring 
our own bell very often, but we are the California Wing Squadron of the Year for four out of the past five years for a 
reason, we do great work. We need new members! 
 
You may be asking “How can I help?”. Talk to your friends and invite them to a meeting. Share the squadron Face-
book Page on your Facebook Page. Like the Group, Wing, Region, and National Facebook pages on your page. Share 
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positive news clips from magazines, local news, and national news with your friends on Twitter, e-
mail, Instagram or other platforms.  
 
When a new person comes to a meeting, introduce yourself. “Hi I’m Otter, Rush Chairman, damn 
glad to meet you!” (All due respect to Lt Col Lostetter). Friends, take every opportunity to share the 
CAP story. If there is a group looking for speakers let the AE, PAO and CO know so we can follow 
up and tell the CAP story.  
 
If you have any ideas on how to spread the word feel free to contact 2d Lt Jerry Camp. 
 
Who is the heart of this squadron? You are! We are! We are Senior Squadron 87, through these 
doors pass some of the best people on the planet! 
 
 
(Editors note: 2d Lt Camp was recently name the Assistant Recruiting and Retention Office for 
Pacific Region working with Dep Pacific Region Commander, Col Carl Morrison) 

Aviation Weather: Thunderstorm Rule of Thumb 

Living on the sunny Southern California Coast we don’t think about thunderstorms that often. With the early onset of the “Monsoon 

Season” this year, here is some information on avoiding the “Flying White Liquid Death” over the mountains and deserts this sum-

mer. 

When doing projects around the house, one tends to have music, the radio or the TV on in the background as white noise.  Recently, 

we had the Weather Channel on in the background while working around the house. Out of the blue one of the meteorologists said 

“using the 90 / 60 rule there will be a low chance of thunderstorms today.” 90 / 60 rule? What’s that? So, the research began.  

As it turns out, it is a very general rule of thumb to predict a thunderstorm using surface temperature of 90 degrees F and a dewpoint 

temperature of 60 degrees F on a sunny day can predict a higher likelihood of thunderstorms.  

Digging deeper, Meteorologist Jeff Haby of the National Weather Service Posted the following explanation on the NWS website: 

“Warm Planetary Boundary Layer temperatures - Air density decreases with increasing temperature. The greater the heat-

ing is during the day, the greater the instability of the atmosphere. Days with sunshine will be more convectively unstable 

than days with continuous cloud cover. The breaking of clouds on a day when severe weather has been forecast will in-

crease the likelihood of severe weather. A temperature guide for buoyancy follows below (lift will determine if buoyancy is 

allowed to occur): 

100+ Degrees F is Incredibly buoyant (if dewpoint greater than 55) 

90-99+ Degrees F is Extremely buoyant (if dewpoint greater than 55) 

80-89+ Degrees F is Very buoyant (if dewpoint greater than 55) 

70-79 Degrees F is Fairly unstable (if dewpoint greater than 55) 

60-69 Degrees F is Marginal (if dewpoint greater than 55) 

Less than 60 Degrees F is Positive temperature and dewpoint advection needed” 

So, it seems the 90 / 60 rule of thumb is a good predictor of thunderstorms and it appears as the temperature dewpoint spread de-

creases at the surface on a sunny day there is a higher likelihood of convective weather. Like all things related to the atmosphere, all 

of the elements that go into a thunderstorm cannot be boiled down to one little rule. Also, nothing replaces a good weather briefing 

before any flight to get the best, most up to date information on the current Wx forecast and trends.  

Just like good surfers calling themselves “Watermen”, we call ourselves “Airmen” for our knowledge of the sky. Fly safe! 
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Taking Care of Business at the Scout Shack 

14 June 2017, Fallbrook, CA – The first meeting in June included important awards, presen-
tations, cadet protection review and an S-UAS (Drone). A great meeting with a ton of infor-
mation. We had a little fun as well. 

Capt Bill Rote presents the 

“Magic Hat” to our newest mem-

ber SM Charlotte McGraw. She is 

a pilot out of our home base of 

L18 and we are happy you decid-

ed to join our merry band. Wel-

come! 

Keeping up with this new crop of 

SM’s is tough. SM Greg Coffee 

joined SQ-87 just last month and 

has completed Level I. He is seen 

here with Capt Rote receiving his 

Membership Ribbon. Well Done 

Greg! 

CAP has a variety of specialty tracks 

that keep the squadron running. One 

of the most important is finance. As 

we all know the old axiom: 

“Aerodynamics doesn’t keep aircraft 

flying, money does.” Our very own 

Kathy Jolowicz completed the Fi-

nance Specialty track. Here Capt Rote 

is presenting her Finance Badge to 

wear on her uniform. Great work 

Kathy!  

Anyone who has been to our meetings 

or flown with our crews knows we 

have a talented bunch of folks. You 

have to work hard to stand out in this 

group of over achievers. One person 

who consistently sets the bar high for 

the squadron is Lt Col Vinny Lostetter. 

At his day job, Otter was recognized 

by his peers as Vista High School as 

Teacher of the Year. You add to that, 

that Vinny has single handedly rein-

stated JROTC, ROTC and TOP Flights 

in our Squadron. Otter serves as our 

Aerospace Education Officer and O-

Ride Coordinator and does a great job 

overseeing this mission. In recognition 

of his work in the classroom, in the 

squadron and in the air, Lt Col Vincent 

Lostetter is awarded the Civil Air 

Patrol Achievement Award. Outstand-

ing Otter! Keep up the excellent work.  

For Aerospace Education, Lt Col 

Lostetter brought in the S-UAS 

from Vista High School to show us 

what a drone looks like at 100’, 

200’, 300’ and 400’. At dusk with 

the lights it was easier to spot than 

at high noon. 

Capt Steve Parker gave a great 

presentation on wake turbulence 

and how to avoid it. It sparked an 

equally great conversation about 

the subject with the aviators in 

the room. Well done Steve!  

Altitudes, Barometric Pres-

sure and the Kollsman Win-

dow 

In aircraft, an aneroid barom-

eter measures the atmospheric 

pressure from a static port 

outside the aircraft. Air pres-

sure decreases with an in-

crease of altitude—

approximately 100 hectopas-

cals per 800 meters or one 

inch of mercury per 1000 feet 

near sea level. 

Modern aircraft use a 

"sensitive altimeter". On a 

sensitive altimeter, the sea-

level reference pressure can 

be adjusted with a setting 

knob. The reference pressure, 

in inches of mercury in Cana-

da and the United States, and 

hectopascals (previously mil-

libars) elsewhere, is displayed 

in the small Kollsman win-

dow, on the face of the air-

craft altimeter. This is neces-

sary, since sea level reference 

atmospheric pressure at a giv-

en location varies over time 

with temperature and the 

movement of pressure sys-

tems in the atmosphere. 

Flying from a high pressure 

Wx system to a low Wx sys-

tem the altimeter will read 

higher than your pressure 

altitude. The rule of thumb: 

“High to Low Lookout Be-

low” 

(Source Wikipedia, FAA P.P. 

Flight Manual.) 
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Jet Lag, Density Altitude and the Bay Tour 

28 June 2017, Fallbrook – Our final meeting of the month covered the items shown above as 

well as the business the keeps the Squadron running. We welcomed new members and passed 

around the signup sheet for the Annual Family Appreciation BBQ and Speedo Contest.  If you 

are going to the BBQ contact Lt Col Lostetter and tell him how many in your party and what 

you are bringing to share. It was fun meeting and we even were done early. Early? Is this SQ-

87?  

 
Capt Bill Rote welcomes our 

latest transferee, Lt Col Randy 

Gibson. Randy comes to us 

from the Hemet Squadron. 

Randy is a rated CAP Master 

Pilot, Master ES Badge, as 

well as other skill sets that fit 

in well with this flying squad-

ron. Welcome Randy, careful 

with the hat, it’s powerful.  

Capt Rote also presented the 

“Magic Hat” to SM Cynthia 

Haney. Welcome Cynthia!  

 Maj Roy Knight and 1st Lt 

Bill Ulmer discussed the Fa-

ther’s Day ELT Mission.  

Maj Rich Lee used a simulator 

to demonstrate how to use the L

-3 Direction Finding Equipment 

in CAP-415. There is more to it 

than meets the eye and Rich did 

a great job of showing us how 

to fine tune the DF for the best 

results. Thanks Rich!  

With the summer months upon 

us, Density Altitude can quickly 

become an issue in this hot 

weather. Mix in a high-altitude 

airport and a heavy airplane and 

performance will suffer. Capt 

Steve Parker covered some rules 

of thumb to keep us all safe dur-

ing this hot weather season. Well 

done Steve. 

As mentioned above we got 

out early from the meeting. 

Just like a showing of 

“Smokey and the Bandit” in 

Bakersfield we broke up into 

discussion groups afterward. 

Great Meeting, Great People, 

and Great Squadron!  

High, Hot, Humid and 

Heavy. Density Altitude is 

the Robber of Performance 

Even though, High, Hot, Hu-

mid and Heavy sounds like the 

punchline of an aviation joke 

it’s no laughing matter. 

Density Altitude is the primary 

factor in aircraft performance. 

High = High Altitude. 

Hot = Temperature Above 

Standard. 

Humid = High Relative Hu-

midity (60% and higher). 

Heavy = Aircraft Weight at or 

near Max Gross. 

At Sea Level the “Standard 

Day” Density Altitude (DA) is 

29.92 in/Hg at 59 degrees F. 

Increase the temp to 80 de-

grees the DA is 1333 feet 

(according to the Sporty’s E6B 

App) at Sea Level. 

Go to 5000’ at the same temp 

of 80 degrees F and 29.92 in/

Hg the DA jumps to 7424 feet. 

At 100 degrees F the DA 

jumps to 8600 feet! In a C-172 

that means not making it out of  

Big Bear Lake with a full load 

of fuel. 

Aircraft performance (both 

aerodynamically and engine) 

are reduced proportionally to 

the increase in density altitude. 

(Source Wikipedia, Sporty’s 

E6B app) 
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Upcoming Events: 

1-2 July  Mission Aircrew School, Ground Portion, Whiteman Airport. 

15-16 July SQ-57 Corporate Learning Course, KSEE 

21-23 July  Mission Aircrew School, Flying Portion, Bakersfield, CA 

TBA  SQ-87 Annual Family Appreciation BBQ and Speedo Contest 

7-9 August Incident Command System ICS 300, Poway, CA 

26-27 August Big Bear Air Fair. L35 

September Joint Training SD Sherriff - Missing Hiker. Air/Ground/Communications Sur-

  prise evolution no date given be ready to fly. 

16-17 Sept. Group 8 SAREX, Gillespie Field, KSEE 

22-24 Sept MCAS Miramar Airshow 

  

Preflight Brief – If you have an interesting story to tell that is SQ-87 or aviation related and 

would like to share it with the CAP community, please drop an e-mail to Lt Camp at ger-

ald.camp@cawgcap.org.  

Published by SQ-87, PAO Staff: the membership of CAP SQ-87 


